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DAISY Rack assembled in orbit

01 Summary
A first structure in Low Earth Orbit LEO is described that acts as the operational base for LEOtugs. These tugs use
water as reaction mass in their Microwave Electrothermal Thrusters (METs) for providing a whole range of diverse
taxi-services in orbit. These services are to be the first regular income stream on the way to asteroid mining.

The structure is described as a tower tidally locked into a vertical attitude to Earth. Solar panels at the top and tanks
at the bottom add to the attitudinal stability through tidal lock in orbit. This makes the whole structure look like a
‘daisy’ which is the reason for calling it ‘daisy’-rack. Grapplers travel up and down the tower on buggies to grapple
incoming craft and latch equipment, tanks and craft to the structure. Therefore the term ‘rack’.
Teleoperation from Earth of robotic grapplers of diverse manipulative capabilities ensure flexible operations with
human minds directly on the tasks at hand.
This milestone concentrates on the procedures for setting up a very first operational rack. Operational is understood
to mean a LEOtug can tank water at the rack and go on an orbital hauling mission, to come back again to the rack
for refueling with water.
The rack is only operational in conjunction with a suitably cheap delivery of plain water to LEO, and an operational
LEOtug.
The rack is modular as far as possible. This means its elements will be used in other structures that will come later
in the sequence of operations. It can also be modularily expanded to increase its capacity.

02 Position within the Big Picture of NEA mining
FIRST RACK is the required base to open a first income stream on the way to NEA mining. The first income stream
is the sale of orbital services provided by the LEOtug (see separate NEAmines milestone on LEOtug at:
http://www.asteroidmines.net/documents/LEOtug/LEOtug4_3.html).

LEOtug transporting a Hopper unit

For FIRST RACK to work, the following must be in place alongside with it:
• A functional LEOtug that can fetch payloads of water launched from Earth to LEO, bring it to FIRST RACK
and thereby maintain a stock of water as reaction mass for doing its missions that can earn money.

• An economically viable launching system for putting water from Earth into orbits in LEO that can be
reached by the tug
Modular expansion towards NEA mining:
• FIRST RACK to grow in line with capacities and demand for tug services, initially becoming ORBITAL ‘DAISY’
RACK, a precursor of the LEOSTATION (see separate NEAmines milestone at:
http://www.asteroidmines.net/documents/LEOstation/LEOstation.html).
• Assembly at the RACK of scouting probes to asteroids, mating them with drives and their fuel, and sending
them on their way.
• Base for building LEOstation.
• The structural elements and modules of FIRST RACK such as central spine, energy system, etc. will be
tested and used or reconfigured for all further structures, ie. LEOstation, interplanetary freighters, etc.
• FIRST RACK will also initiate research into managing and configuring orbital junk in a way that it can be
used for shielding against debris and radiation.

03 Envisaged functions and initial operations
3.1 Base for LEO tug
This is the primary function of the rack. The LEO tug boosts with METs and plain water as reaction mass (see
milestone LEOtug: http://www.asteroidmines.net/documents/LEOtug/LEOtug4_3.html)
Types of tug missions:
• Fetch water payloads launched to 120km orbital altitude and bring them to FIRST RACK at 500km for topping
up water depot (depot operations).
• Hunt orbital debris and bring to rack (for shielding).
• Rendezvous with client payload in orbit, grapple it in orbit and boost it to the orbit it needs to go, release it
there and come back to rack (orbital hauling).
• Fetch launched client payload and bring to rack for unpacking from launch crates and assembly into final
configuration, etc (assembly).
• Take client payload from rack, then boost it into required orbit, then come back to rack (orbital hauling).
3.2 Circular orbit at 500km altitude in the equatorial plane
• 500km in order to be above persistent atmospheric drag.
• Most launches with destination FIRST RACK will be water canisters for replenishing the water depot. The
most efficient and economical launch locations are exactly on the equator with launches heading due east,
inserting into orbits in the equatorial plane.
• Navigation of anything going to FIRST RACK is easiest when in the equatorial plane, as no dog-leg maneouvers
are required that need firing of boosters in exactly the right time windows. Two to four boosts are sufficient
to rendezvous with the rack.
• Circular orbit or FIRST RACK allows more flexible boost windows for launches from Earth to rendezvous
with the rack.
The rack must therefore accommodate the tug, and depots for water (and possibly other liquid fuels).

Structural module payload performing as launch crate for a storage tank.

3.3 In-orbit assembly and configuration
This is a secondary function that shall be achieved at the same time, or a little after, tugs begin to operate.
An important advantage of in-orbit assembly of craft is that they can be launched collapsed in ‘launch crates’ instead
of having to survive the gees and rattle and noise of a launch in the final flight configuration. Also, the payloads can
be mated in orbit with reusable orbital boosters (ie. the LEOtugs) for pushing to final destination orbits. This reduces
costs and increases reliability compared to launching the entire stacks from Earth.
At the rack, therefore, there need to be manipulative capacities with sufficient real-time telepresence from Earth.
To begin with, this capacity must just allow for the mating of major components. Later, increasingly differentiated
manipulative capacities will be required for repair jobs and refuelling, or component replacements, on satellites, etc.
3.4 Expansion
This is a tertiary function that shall be done as soon as regular income streams begin to help pay for it.
The rack must evolve further and progressively increase its capacity, ie. accommodate more and diverse tugs, increase
depot capacity, further improve manipulative capabilities, etc.
The FIRST RACK will be a precursor to the LEOstation, see milestone LEOstation at:
http://www.asteroidmines.net/documents/LEOstation/LEOstation.html
The rack will be the base from which to build LEOstation. Whether the rack evolves itself into LEOstation or whether
LEOstation is built nearby trailing the rack in its orbit remains to be figured out.

04 Structural considerations and solutions

ZENITH

FIRST RACK configuration

4.1 Tidal-lock of a ‘Tower’
FIRST RACK will be a tower assembled from five identical structural modules.
This tower is the main rack onto which the various operational elements are attached.
Note: The structural modules are depicted to be hexagonal, but may also be conceived as triangular. The tradeoffs
between a triangular and hexagonal configuration are yet to be explored in detail.
Each structural module will connect into a common power and communication system through plug and play module
connectors, that distribute a neural pathway along the spine of the rack, contained within a set of duplicate armoured
conduits.
This tower will orbit always in the ‘vertical’ position. This means the bottom will always point nadir (to the center of
gravity of Earth) and the top will always point to zenith. This position is naturally stable due to tidal forces working
on elongated objects in orbit.
Outriggers can be mounted on the sides of the structural modules for accommodating specialized equipment.
The tower can be easily elongated by bolting on further structural modules. This will happen as soon as expansion
is envisaged for accommodating more tanks and other equipment.
Elongation will also increase the tidal-lock effect and further improve attitudinal stability of the whole structure.

Initial rack elements and layout

4.2 Energy system
Solar panels are arranged at the zenith end of FIRST RACK on an independent ring, the ‘daisy configuration’. After
adding a further module to the top to elongate the RACK, the ring can easily be slipped upwards on the railguides.

Solar array transport ring aligned upon its rail-guide buggies
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An alternative would be an H-configuration, whereby a horizontal beam would pass through the top-most module
(the horizontal bar in the H) and panels attached vertically to that. This would be potentially more efficient as all panels
can track the Sun from sunrise to sunset of an orbit to stay perpendicular to the incoming light (note: the Rack would
be orbiting exactly over the equator). However, the H-configuration would interfere with docking procedures at the
rack. For this reason the daisy-configuration is preferred.
4.3 Water Depots
Water is the main commodity at FIRST RACK. It is the reaction mass for the operations of LEOtug and for any
interplanetary scouts. Water must be tanked.
Three types of tanks are depicted:
• Large tanks that act as main depots. These can be inside the tower elements or strapped to the outside.
They are placed towards the bottom of FIRST RACK, as this mass at the ends of elongated structures
reinforces the tidal-lock and the resulting stability on the orientation of FIRST RACK.
• Smaller tanks called ‘Fuel Water Cartridges’. These are modular tanks that fit onto the LEOtug. They can
be easily replaced on the tug for fast turnover. After depletion, they draw their water from the large depots
• A ‘hopper’ is also depicted, docked on an outrigger. Hoppers are transport modules for material coming
from asteroids, and will also transport water from asteroids once that becomes possible.
• What is not depicted are the cans with which water is launched from Earth to 120km and then hauled by
the tugs to the FIRST RACK at 500 km. This will be happening until water can arrive from asteroids. Such
cans will accumulate at FIRST RACK and are expected to be arranged in such a way that they contribute
to the shielding of vital parts against orbital debris (not shown in the graphics).
4.4 Grapplers, twiddlers and robonauts
FIRST RACK must have extensive grappling and twiddling capabilities teleoperated from Earth.

Tracked robotic cargo grappler

This is achieved with Grapplers mounted on track buggies that can move up and down the tower on railguides that
run the whole length of the RACK. This will mean all points of the whole structure are reachable by the grapples. In
this hexagonal configuration three sides are kept open for the buggies to move.
Teleoperated grapplers are used for:
• Reaching out and grappling approaching craft, then dampening of relative movements, then hauling the
grappled craft to its location on FIRST RACK where it is latched on.
This, in effect, replaces classic docking procedures.
• Separating payloads from grappled LEOtugs and hauling them to their storage area on the rack.

• Mating payloads with LEOtugs then reaching out and setting
the LEOtug loose for it to boost off on its own.
• Adding structural elements at nadir and zenith of FIRST RACK for extending it.
• Moving about anything along the whole length of FIRST RACK.
Twiddlers are highly dexterous tools that allow a wide range of manipulations on the equipment, aiming for unpacking
equipment from launch crates and assembling it in orbit to final configuration. Twiddlers will also allow in-orbit
servicing of craft. Twiddlers are expected to be mounted on grappler ‘hands’.
4.5 Autonomous robonauts for independent access
Robonauts are a further improvement on twiddlers. Robonauts will be moved around by the grappling arms to the
location where they must operate. Typically they can also hand-over-hand themselves all over the structure if need
be. They can be of various sizes, from very large (ie. two grappling arms with correct stereooptical links at the right
relative locations which can be operated from a robonaut console on Earth) to minuscule (ie. a robonaut that sits on
a pole held by a grappling hand that enables reach within a tight structural cavity for the robonaut to work in there).
Robonauts themselves can switch to their own emergency power and Earthlink in order for them to independently
move and take care of repairs in emergencies.
4.6 Shielding
Shielding against orbital debris is now indispensable. Shields are expected to be constructed from redundant materials
such as spent cans of water launched from Earth, possibly filled with pieces of orbital junk that has been hunted
and hauled in by LEOtugs. The options for configuring such shields around FIRST RACK are yet to be explored in
further detail.

A possible shielding strategy for FIRST RACK
....employing inflatable Kevlar air-bags for
active deployment when debris strikes
are detected to be imminent.

05 Launch sequence for building FIRST RACK
The exploded graphic of FIRST RACK illustrates how the rack elements deconstruct to provide suitable payload
volumes to fit within the cargo bay of Falcon 9, for a minimum of five launches.

The interaction between launch of LEOtug and launch of the elements of FIRST RACK remain to be explored in detail.
It seems clear, however, that:
• The first LEOtug must already find water in orbit for it to tank up and go fetch the further elements of FIRST
RACK to be matched up and assembled with what is already there.
• The assembly of FIRST RACK will depend on LEOtug going off to catch and haul in further elements.
The default launcher for FIRST RACK at present is the Falcon 9 booster: http://www.spacex.com/falcon9.php.
It is hoped that five launches will achieve a functional FIRST RACK (defined as: LEOtug can base itself there for its
first money-making missions).

Typical construction module payload configuration for a Falcon 9 launch

06 Further structural expansion and evolutions of operations after FIRST RACK
It is expected that expansion of FIRST RACK will begin almost immediately after first incomes are achieved with
LEOtug. The following expansions and operational evolutions are expected to happen in roughly this order:
6.1 Expand capacities in water depot, storage, and energy

Customisable internal bracing for
additional reinforcement according to internal
architectural space left after equipment installation

Further structural modules will be added at zenith and nadir to accommodate more water tanks, more slots for
equipment and more solar panels. This will allow the addition of more LEOtugs operating from this RACK plus other
specialized tugs (’Woomeras’ for flinging scouts into interplanetary orbits, etc).

Single bracing unit in compact folded-down transportable mode

6.2 Add capacity for unpacking and assembly
Unpacking from launch crates and assembling in orbit to final configuration will be a commercial service earning
some income. From NEA mining point of view this capacity will allow to unpack and assemble a large series of
asteroid scouts from diverse modules launched from Earth, mate them with their drives and fuel those drives, then
have specialized Woomera tugs provide boosting to just short of Earth escape velocity (Woomeras then aerobrake
very high in Earth’s atmosphere back down to LEO and go back to RACK).
6.3 Add crewed zero-gee habitat with garage
This may be for temporary or permanent occupation. The default module to be attached to the RACK will be a Bigelow
bubble: http://www.bigelowaerospace.com/ba330.php
A first go at a ‘garage’ as in LEOstation may also be already added along with a Bigelow bubble.
6.4 Base for building LEOstation
Whether the RACK will organically grow into the LEOstation, itself becoming the gravity-locked tidal boom, or whether
LEOstation will be assembled alongside the RACK with the RACK becoming the operational base for the construction
remains to be seen.
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